Can operate
2 main handpieces

at once
Optional Large Hand-piece

2 mediu7m size handpieces
s
108mm(W) x 188mm(D) x 138mm(H)
Smallhandpiece
handpiece(Optional)
(Optional)
**Small
* Large size hand piece (Optional)
118mm(W) x 220mm(D) x 142mm(H)
Pulsed & Continuous
-10 C ~ 5 C
01:00 ~ 90:00 min
Level 1 to Level 5
100~110V, 220 ~ 240V,50/60Hz (max 600w)
10.2 inch LCD & Touch screen
1,066x379x438
60 Kg
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INTENSE
FREEZE

Non-invasive medical
Procedure that removes
localized fat providing
 
   

TM

Cool Shaping offers the most
advanced body sliming solution
by the integrated technology TM
of cryo, vacuum and led.

GET BETTER RESULTS FOR BODY SLIMMING
TREATMENT by cryolipolysis technology
Integrated Technology

How CoolShaping

TM

CRYO

works?

TM

by Cryo, Vacuum and LED

VACUUM

LED

TM

CoolShaping employs selective cryolipolisis (Fat freezing) using a set of plates to
reach temperature up to -10 Celsius.
An anti-freeze pad is placed over the skin fold so that the skin exposed to the
freezing plates will not be damaged.
The fat cells disappear after apoptosis (programmed cell death) and are
removed completely by macrophages in a slow, gradual and progressive way.

STEP1. Start
Cryo-cooling

STEP2. Immediate
Cryo-reaction

STEP3. 30 days
Metabolism process

STEP4. 90 days
Eliminated cells

Cool Shaping offers the most advanced body
TM
slimming solution by an integrated technologies
cryo, Vacuum and Led.
The system delivers cryo-energy during the treatment
with vacuum and LED technologies which enhances
the treatment effects.
STRONG CRYOLIPOLYSIS SYSTEM
- Two powerful cooling Peltiers attached to
the handpiece.
- Automatically control the cooling temperature.
- Maximum -10 °C
630nm Red LED
STABLE VACUUM TECHNOLOGY
- Controllable vacuum level:
step 1(low) to step 5(high)
- Various vacuum pulses:
Pulsed and continuous mode

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER
AFTER

Apply Coolshaping applicator The fat cells in the target
area begin responding to
at the target area,
cryo-crystallization
Start cryo-cooling to reach
the needed temperature.

Following the treatment
fat cells reach a biological
death and removed
by metabolism process

The fat cells are elliminated

